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Three established and four emerging empirical generalizations are identified below. The first
established generalization is that there is a negative relationship between order of market entry
and market share. Second. for consumer packaged goods and prescription anti-ulcer drugs. the
entrant's market share divided by the first entrant's share roughly equals one divided by the square
root of order of market entry. Third. in mature markets. market pioneer share advantages slowly
decline over time. While the emerging generalizations require additional research support, the
initial findings suggest: ( I ) for consumer packaged goods, order of market e n t v has a stronger
negative relationship with trial penetration than with repeat purchase: ( 2 ) market pioneers have
broader product lines than late entrants; ( 3 )skill and resource profiles differ across market pioneers.
early followers. and late entrants: and ( 4 )order of market entrq is not related to long-term survival
rates Future research toplcs are also discussed.
(Order of Market Entrg, Earl) Entrg Adtantage, and Market Pioneer)

1. Introduction

A market pioneer typically is defined as the first entrant in a new market. Theoretical
research on first-mover advantages points to potential sources of long-term revenue gains
for pioneers. For example, a first mover can benefit from risk averse consumers (Schmalensee 1982). be recognized as the industry standard (Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989),
and preempt competition with broader product lines (Prescott and Visscher 1977). First
movers, though, can suffer disadvantages when a later entrant free-rides on a pioneer's
investments or leverages a change in either technology or consumer needs (Lieberman
and Montgomery 1988). Thus. the extent to which first-mover advantages are offset by
first-mover disadvantages is an empirical issue.
Empirical research on market pioneers began with Bond and Lean's ( 1977) study of
two prescription drug markets. See Lean ( 1994) and Scherer ( 1994). Even though empirical research on market pioneers began in economics. the majority of work has been
done in marketing. For example, in his comment on empincal research on market pioneers, Scherer ( 1994. p. 173) says "we are in debt to business scholars for illuminating
the relevant relationships."
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This paper summarizes empirical generalizations for market pioneers. We distill the
broad empirical research surveyed by Lieberman and Montgomery ( 1988), Kerin et al.
( 1992), and Robinson et al. ( 1994) into three established and four emerging generalizations. An "established empirical generalization" has consistent support across multiple
studies with multiple data bases. Thus, an established generalization has consistent empirical results, reported in at least two studies, that use at least two different data bases.
An "emerging empirical generalization" arises from inconsistent results across multiple
studies, results from a single data base, or results from a single research study. This paper
also provides new insights into key definitions and future research topics.

2. Key Definitions
Empirical research on order of market entry requires that market boundaries be established. Major differences in market boundaries can generate major differences in average pioneer market share levels. When broader market boundaries increase the number
of competitors, average market share levels typically decrease for both market pioneers
and later entrants.
For example, relatively narrow market boundaries in Urban et al. ( 1986) average only
four competitors per market. Market boundaries for consumer goods in the PIMS data
average 12 competitors per market (Robinson 1992). While Golder and Tellis ( 1993)
do not estimate the number of competitors per market, their historical analysis should
yield the broadest categories. Because average pioneer market share equals 42% in Urban
et al., 29% in Robinson and Fornell's PIMS study, and 19% in Golder and Tellis. these
three studies yield the expected negative relationship between market boundary breadth
and average pioneer market share.
Given the difficulties in establishing market boundaries and their important influence
on average market share levels. how should first-mover market share advantages be estimated? We recommend that market share advantages be estimated by applying a given
set of definitions to a sample that includes both market pioneers and later entrants.
Examining differences between market pioneers and later entrants helps control for definitional differences across studies.
A second key definitional issue is whether or not the entrant survived. Because most
empirical research on order of market entry examines survivors, the three established
generalizations immediately below cover market survivors. We will return to the survivorship issue in the discussion of emerging generalizations.'
3. Three Established Empirical Generalizations for Market Survivors
Table I describes the data behind the established empirical generalizations. This yields
insights into their domain of application. The first established generalization (G1 ) addresses the directional relationship between order of market entry and market share.
Because the empirical studies are dominated by mature markets, the results support longterm or sustainable pioneer market share advantages.
GENERALIZATION
1 . For mature consllmer and ~ndustrralgoods, there 1s a negatzve
relatronsl~ipbetbr~eenorder of market entrjl and markef share.

Enlprrical Evidence. Industry specific studies surveyed by Kerin et al. ( 1992 ) and
Robinson et al. ( 1994) tend to support a negative relationship between order of market
entry and market share. The industries cover pharmaceutical products, cigarettes, oil
drilling rigs, investment banks. semiconductors, French industrial products, and medical
diagnostic ~magingdevices.

' Robinson et al. ( 1994, p. 2-5)

provide insights into other key dehnitions.
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TABLE 1
Data Behind the Three Estahlislled Generalizations

G 1: For mature consumer and industrial goods, market pioneers have sustainable market share advantages
versus later entrants.*
Cross-sectional Results at the Brand Level
For frequently purchased consumer packaged goods, Urban et al. (1986), Kalyanaram and Urban (1992),
and Kalyanaram and Wittink (1994) all report a negative relationship between order of market entry and
relative market share. The Urban et al. (1986) Assessor data cover 129 brands in 36 product categories.
Most of the product categories were started in the 20th centur), but prior to 1975. The Kalyanaram and
Urban (1992) BehaviorScan data cover 28 brands in eight product categories. The product categories
were started during the 1980s. BehaviorScan data provide both cross-sectional and time-series insights.
Kalyanaram and Wittink (1994) examine sample heterogeneity within five of the eight product categories
from the Kalyanaram and Urban (1992) BehaviorScan data.
Across 36 categories of consumer brands, Colder and Tellis ( 1993) estimate market share for pioneers
and earl1 market leaders. Historical analysis guided their data gathering. The product category age ranges
from cameras that were pioneered in 1839, to camcorders that were pioneered in 1982. The data include
both surviving and nonsurviving pioneers.
Cross-sectional Results at the Business Unit Level
For mature businesses in the PIMS data. Robinson and Fornell (1985) and Robinson (1988) also report
a negative relationship between order of entrq and market share. The Robinson and Fornell (1985)
sample covers 37 I consumer goods businesses that primarily sell either consumer durables or
nondurables. Robinson's ( 1 988) sample covers 1209 industrial goods businesses that primarily sell either
capital goods, raw of semi-finished materials, components, or industrial supplies. Most of these mature
markets were started in the 20th century, but prior to 1970.
Pan?, and Bass (1990) also examine mature consumer and industrial goods in the PIMS data. A
concentrated market arises when the sum of the market share levels for the four leading competitors is
55% or higher. A fragmented market is less than 55':. They report a stronger order of entry advantage in
concentrated versus fragmented markets.
G2: For consumer packaged goods and anti-ulcer drugs. the entrant's market share divided by the first
entrant's market share roughly equals one divided by the square root of order of entry.
Cross-sectional Results at the Brand Level
The square root functional form is reported in two data bases of consumer packaged goods. These are
the Urban et al. (1986) Assessor data and the Kalyanaram and Urban (1992) BehaviorScan data. Both
data bases are described above.
Industr) Level Result
For four brands in the prescription anti-ulcer drug market, Berndt et al. (1994) also report the square
root functional form. The data cover 189 monthly observations that start in September 1977.

G3: In mature consumer and industrial goods markets, market pioneer share advantages slowly decline over
time.
Cross-sectional Results at the Brand Level
Brown and Lattin (1994) and Huff and Robinson (1994) both use the Urban et al. (1986) data described
above
Cross-sectional Results at the Bus~nessUnit Level
Robinson and Fornell (1985) and Robinson (1988) use the PIMS data described above.

* To simplify the table. data descriptions from the numerous industry studies that address G1 are not included.
Surveys by both Kerin et al. (1992) and Robinson et al. (1994) discuss these industry specific insights.

For consumer packaged goods, Urban et al.'s ( 1986) Assessor data yield a negative
relationship between order of market entry and relative market share. Relative market
share is the entrant's market share relative to the pioneer's market share. Ceteris paribus,
the second entrant's market share is roughly 71% of the first entrant's market share.
Similar brand level results are reported using BehaviorScan data (Kalyanaram and Urban
1992 and Kalyanaram and Wittink 1994), which yield a pooled cross-sectional and time-
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series analysis. While Golder and Tellis ( 1993) do not have data on later entrants, they
report an average market share of 19% for surviving pioneers, which should be higher
versus surviving later entrants2
For mature consumer goods businesses in the PIMS data, market pioneers have important and sustainable market share advantages over both early followers and late entrants
(Robinson and Fornell 1985).3For example, market pioneers have an average market
share of 29%, early followers 17%, and late entrants 12%. Robinson ( 1988) reports similar
results for mature industrial goods. Using the PIMS data, Pany and Bass ( 1990) find a
stronger order of entry advantage in concentrated markets than in fragmented markets.
This difference should arise because sustainable market pioneer advantages are based on
some type of entry barrier, and a fragmented market often has limited or no entry barriers.
Theorrt~calEvldencr Sustainable market pioneer advantages can arise at the consumer
level, in distribution channels, or at the firm level. At the consumer level, theoretical
research predicts that consumer risk aversion (Schmalensee 1982), pioneer prototypicality
(Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989), and consumer learning (Kardes and Kalyanaram 1992)
can aid the market pioneer. In distribution channels, it can be easier for pioneers to gain
intensive distribution (Porter 1974) and to dominate scarce retail shelf space (White
1983). At the firm lekel, scale economy or experience advantages can lead to higher
quality and lower costs (Scherer and Ross 1990). Market pioneering firms also have the
opportunity to develop a broad product line, while later entrants are often forced to enter
a market niche with a narrow line (Prescott and Visscher 1977).
Given the large number of theoretical first-mover advantages and the long time horizon
required to assess sustainable advantages, it is very difficult to link empirically individual
first-mover advantages to pioneer market share advantages. Thus, empirical research that
estimates individual sources of pioneer advantages is more suggestive than definitive. For
example, while survey research of consumers yields relatively precise measures in an
experimental setting, the results have not been linked to long-term market share advantages. Because of the difficulties in linking individual first-mover advantages to sustainable
market share advantages, none of the established generalizations address sources of market
pioneer advantages. Generalization 2 and Generalization 3 though can address the magnitude of the relationship between order of market entry and market share.

G E Y E R A L I Z A 2.
T I OFor
~ consumerpackugedgoods andprr5crlptlon anf~-lllcrr
drllgs,
the entrant's forecasted murkrt shurr h v ~ d t dbjsthe first enfrunt's market share roughbs
c~q~luls
one d~vrdedhj' the sqlrure roof t?f order t?f tnurkcr mtrjs.
Etnplrrcal Ewdtwce While different data bases and different model specifications
make it difficult to compare magnitudes across studies, one consistent result arises in
Urban et al.'s ( 1986) Assessor data, Kalyanaram and Urban's ( 1992) Behaviorscan data,
and Berndt et al.'s ( 1994) prescription anti-ulcer drug data4 Holding marketing mix
elements constant, Table 2 shows the entrant's forecasted market share divided by the
pioneer's market share roughly equals one divided by the square root of order of entry.
Thus, the fourth entrant's market share roughly equals one divided by the square root
of four, or one-half of the pioneer's share.
If the average number of competitors is six or more. market pioneers in Colder and Tellis in all likelihood
should have a higher average market share than later entrants. This is because average market share equals 100
d i ~ i d e dby the number of competitors. For six competitors. this yields an average market share of 179. Because
the Colder and Tellis market boundaries are relatively broad, the average number of competitors should he six
or more.
In the PIMS data, a market pioneer is defined as "one of the pioneers in first developing such products or
services." This definition is broader than other studies that examine the first entrant in a new market.
Hauser and Wernerfelt ( 1990) and Huff and Robinson ( 1994) also analyze the Urban et al. data. Empirical
results from both studies are generally consistent with the square root functional form.
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TABLE 2
Warhet E n l r ~and tfarkei Share tor Conszrrner Packaged Goodr
anti Pre~trlpfion lnti Clcer Drztg~
Forecasted Market Share Relative to the
Pioneering Brand
Prescription
Anti-Ulcer
Consurner Packaged Goods
Drugs

E n t n Order

Urban et al.
(1986)

Kalqanaram and
Urban (1992)

Berndt et al.
( I 994)

First
Second
Third
I'ourth
Fifth
Sixth

1 .OO
0.7 1
0.58
0.5 1
0.45
0.41

1 .OO
0.76
0.64
0.57
0.53
0.49

1 .OO
0.70
0.57
0.49
0.44
0.40

Theoreticul Evidmce. While the square root functional form is an empirical result,
theory predicts a diminishing marginal impact for later entrants, which is consistent with
the square root functional form. For example. as the number of brands in a market
increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for a new brand to enter a consumer's consideration set. This is because the expected incremental benefits from a new brand declines
as the number of brands increases (Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990). Also, Prescott and
Visscher's ( 1977) analytical model indicates that the opportunity to serve an important
unmet consumer need declines as the number of brands increases. Thus, while there are
often important differences between the market segments selected by the first and second
entrants, the fourth and fifth entrants may be sorting through the remaining crumbs.
This also yields a diminishing marginal return.
Generalization 3 addresses the question as to how first-mover advantages are influenced
by the passing of time. When a market pioneer starts a new market, their initial market
share is 109';. As the market evolves. competitive entry will reduce the pioneer's market
share. Because rnosi entry arises in relatively young and growing markets (Siegfried and
Evans 1934), what happens in a mature market when entry is typically limited?
GENER.~LIZATION
3. I11 rni?!urec.ons~rrne~.
irnd indz!strial goods i?zarkets, earlj3entrant
mui.li~tsllare ad\:anfuge.cslow1.v dcclirzr orvr ringe.

Empiricul E~~ide?lce.While earl) entrant market share advantages decline over time,
the decline is slow in the sense that market pioneers tend to maintain a market share
advantage over later entrants. 'This result arises for consumer packaged goods that use
the Assessor data (Brown and Lattin 1994 and Huff and Robinson 1994), PIMS consumer
goods businesses (Robinson and Eornell 1985), and PIMS industrial goods businesses
(Robinson 1988). For example. consider a three-brand consumer packaged goods market
that is 25 years old. Brown and 1,attin ( 1994) predict market share levels of 43%,for the
pioneer, 3 2 8 for the second entrant, and 25% for the third entrant. As market age approaches infinity. the predicted market share levels are 3670, 33%, and 3 19i..
Tlzeoretical Evidence. While theory has not directly addressed market pioneers, a
market share decline is suggested by the economics literature on dominant firms (Scherer
and Ross 1990, Ch. 10). If a dominant firm does not have an important cost or image
advantage, it is usually more profitable to slowly sell off market share than to fight to
hold on to each and every customer. Also, Cleroski ( 1989, p. 162) concludes that "dominant firms decline \vvben they become sleepy and thus vulnerable to a sudden, innovative
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challenge." Thus, a dominant firm's market share can decline when they do not have an
important competitive advantage or when they become sleepy.

4. Four Emerging Empirical Generalizations
The four emerging generalizations have empirical support, but the support is limited
in terms of being based on either a single study. a single database, or having some contradictory findings. In view of these limitations, the emerging generalizations ( E G ) need
further testing and replication. The first three emerging generalizations are for survivors.
The fourth addresses the complex relationship between order of entry and survival.
EMPIRICAL
G E ~ E R ~ L I Z A T1.
IOU
For consumer packaged goods, order of market
entrv har a stronger negatzve relat~onsh~p
1~1th
f r~alpenetratronthan k t ~ t rhepeat purcharc..
For consumer packaged goods, Kalyanaram and Urban ( 1992) report that order of
market entry has a stronger negative impact on trial penetration than on repeat purchase.
Trial rewards for market pioneers can arise from consumer risk aversion (Schrnalensee
1982) and when pioneers are included more often in consumers consideration set (Hauser
and Wernerfelt 1990 and Kardes et al. 1993 ). If product quality is roughly similar. this
yields a greater order of entry advantage for trial than for repeat purchase. When later
entrants follow a market niche strategy, this can also yield a stronger impact on trial than
on repeat purchase. This is because a market niche strategy often appeals to a few customers who are highly loyal.
EMPIRICAL
G ENERALIZATION
2. For mature connlnzci and zndtl,rnal good^ hhuslneh,es, rnarket proneers lend f o hatse broader product l~nerihan late entrants.
Why do pioneering businesses have a higher average market share than late entrants?
Higher product quality, product patent and trade secret protection, lower prices, and
lower direct costs from learning and scale economies have all been considered. In two
PIMS studies, Robinson and Fornell (1985) and Robinson (1988) find that none of
these factors are as important as having broader product lines. As mentioned above, a
market pioneer often has the opportunity to introduce numerous products for the biggest
and best market segments. This can force a late entrant to target a smaller market niche
with a more focused product line.
E M P I R I C GENERALIZATION
~L
3. SklN and re,oilrce profile5 for marker pioneer; cllfi'clfrom early follobi~ersand lare enfrarztr
Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) and Lambkin and Day ( 1989) predict different
skill and resource profiles for market pioneers. early followers. and late entrants. The
empirical results support different skill and resource profiles. For example. first entrants
are the least likely to leverage a parent's brand name or goodwill (Sullivan 1992a and
Robinson et al. 1992). Sharing an existing brand name can provide an unwanted psychological link to an established market (Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989) and risk damaging the established name ( Aaker and Keller 1990). Early followers tend to leverage a
parent's manufacturing facilities (Lambkin 1988) and enter the market by means of
acquisition (Robinson et a]. 1992). Both factors help speed market entry. While measuring
skill differences is subjective, late entrants tend to report the strongest marketing skills
(Lilien and Yoon 1990 and Robinson et al. 1992). Strong marketing skills can help a
late entrant target an overlooked market niche.'
While all the established and emerging generalizations above pertain to survivors,

' Other stud~esI n t h ~ sarea ~ncludrVanhonacker and Day ( 1987). Krck and Rao ( 1987). arrd Moore et al
11991)
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Empirical Generalization 4 addresses the relationship between order of market entry and
survival.
EMPIRICAL
G ENERALIZATION
4. Order of market entry is not related to long-term
survival rates.
Across 36 categories of consumer brands, Golder and Tellis ( 1993) report a long-term
survival rate for market pioneers of only 53%. While Golder and Tellis do not have data
on later entrants, other studies directly compare long-term survival rates for market
pioneers and later entrants. Across seven cigarette markets, Whitten ( 1979) reports that
all seven market pioneers survived. No difference in survival rates is reported across 18
markets for Iowa newspapers (Glazer 1985), 39 markets for chemical products (Lieberman 1989), and 1 1 markets for consumer nondurables (Sullivan 1992b). In contrast,
Mitchell ( 199 1 ) finds lower pioneer survival rates in five subfields of the medical diagnostic
imaging industry. While more research is needed, the preliminary evidence indicates that
order of market entry is not related to long-term survival rates.

5. Future Research
The seven empirical generalizations above attempt to summarize the state of the art
for empirical research on order of market entry. This yields insight into how far the field
has gone. The future research topics below highlight important topics that have not yet
been fully resolved or, in some cases, have not yet been addressed.

More Evidence
More evidence is needed to test the results suggested by the emerging generalizations.
This provides an opportunity to strengthen the portfolio of established generalizations.
Research can also examine the established generalizations in other industries and settings,
which provides an opportunity to broaden their domain of application. Broadening the
domain of application is important because the established generalizations rely heavily
on North American manufactured goods that are included in either the Urban et al.
Assessor data or the PIMS data. Thus, research is still needed on pioneer market share
advantages for services, retailers, and in emerging markets.

Behavioral Models
Initial behavioral insights into market pioneer rewards are encouraging. As mentioned
above, these insights indicate that consumer risk aversion, consideration set advantages,
and prototypicality all tend to benefit the market pioneer. While these behavioral mechanisms apply mainly to consumer goods, do similar mechanisms arise for industrial
goods? Would similar experimental results arise in an emerging market such as mainland
China? For example, if a new product category in an emerging market is considered
more novel than one in a developed market such as the United States, greater novelty
should encourage even greater consumer learning. If so, there may be an even greater
consideration set advantage and consumer preference advantage for a pioneering brand
in an emerging market.

Data Gathering Dificulties
The most serious challenge in this stream of research is that data gathering is often
costly and time consuming. For example, Golder and Tellis ( 1993) gathered usable information from more than 450 articles and 125 books. While their research generated
valuable insights into market pioneers and early market leaders, it only covered 36 markets
and did not cover later entrants. Also, even when an electronic data source such as
Behaviorscan is available, it is not unusual to spend a year or more cleaning data and
resurrecting the product category history.
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While time consuming, data should be available to link order of market entry to stock
market returns. A key advantage to using stock market returns is that a stock's financial
performance discounts expected "future" cash flows. In contrast, accounting profits evaluate only "historical" financial performance. Because entry is a dynamic process, stock
market returns provide important and relatively objective information. Recent studies
that link stock market returns to company name changes, new product introductions,
and perceived quality highlight the research potential for using stock market returns. See
Horsky and Swyngedouw ( l987), Chaney et al. ( 1991 ), and Aaker and Jacobson ( 1994).
It should also be possible to gather data on both short-term and long-term survival
rates. This is an important topic because only limited research, such as Golder and Tellis
( 1993), examines survival rates. Short-term survival covers the first few years of commercialization. In their first few years of commercialization, the authors speculate that
market pioneers have lower survival rates than later entrants. This is because of the
unusually high demand and technological uncertainties in the market's early years. For
businesses that survive the first few years of commercialization, market pioneers should
have higher survival rates. This is because surviving pioneers tend to have higher market
shares, and Lieberman ( 1990) points out that high share firms have relatively low exit
rates. These two offsetting forces may explain why research to date does not report a
clear relationship between order of market entry and survival rates.
Finally, numerous studies in industrial economics provide survey research insights
into the costs, risks, and returns of R&D spending (see Scherer and Ross 1990, Ch. 17).
While most studies provide industry specific insights, some studies such as Mansfield et
al. ( 1981 ) and Levin et al. ( 1987) are cross-sectional. The cross-sectional results yield
insights into general tendencies. Similar research approaches could be used to survey
managers on key tradeoffs for market pioneering versus later entry.
6. Conclusion
Because market pioneers tend to have higher market shares than later entrants, should
every business attempt to pioneer new markets? Market pioneering is not for a risk averse
or financially strapped business. A business should attempt to pioneer a new market only
if it has an appropriate skill and resource profile and is willing to pursue a high riskhigh return strategy.
Acknowledgment. The authors thank participants at both a University of M~chiganMarketing workshop
and the Wharton Conference on Empirical Generalizations in Marketing for many valuable comments. The
author ordering is alphabetical.
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